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#22: The answer is 2674. See left for a description. #23: Make two consecutive positive integers x and x + 1. ( x + 1 ) / x - 1.02, x + 1 - 1.02x, 0.02x - 1, x - 0.02 - 100/2 - 50 The two numbers are 50 and 51, and the sum is 50 + 51 x 101. #24: If y is 0, the two x intercepts are 10 or -10. If x is 0, the two y-intercepts are 5 or -5. The diamond area is D1 x D2/2, so the answer is [10-(-10]x [5-(-5)]. #25: The area ratio of the two similar triangles is 150/6, so the line ratio is 150/6 or 5:1 √. The
beleaque length of the small triangle is 5 inches, so the other two legs are 3 and 4. The total length of the legs of a large triangle (Pythagorean triple) is (3 + 4) #26: To have the same number of boys and girls, the committee must consist of three boys and three girls. (6C3 x 4C3) / 10C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . If B is reflected from line y x to C, C is (-4, 3) the area of the triangle is [4-(-4)]x [3 - (-4)]/ 2 x 28 square units. #28: Tony Sha is 45 miles
from Sheela when she leaves Maryville at 8:15 .m. Shera every hour will be close to 15 miles to Tonitsha. 45/15 , 3, which means that shera passes through Tonitsha after 3 hours. 8:15 + 3 hours - 11:15 a. Using an angle ratio of #29.m:30-60-90 degrees, you can use a radius of 3√ and half of the hexagonal side to 1 to make both sides of the hexagon 2. The area of the hexagon is (√ 3/4) √ 6 times. The area of the circle is 3 degrees. The area of the triangle √ KDC can be easily found when
the fraction recognizes that the height is a right triangle with a slope of 6 and a leg 4: 3[√3 / 6 a ] 3 and b : 6, ab : 18 #30. If you use the Pythagorean theorem (half the length of the CD), the height will be 22√5 /2 x 8 √ 5. 2011 Competition Sprint Round Issue 130NameSchool does not begin until you are instructed to do so. This section of the competition consists of 30 issues. You will have 40 minutes to complete all the problems. You can't use calculators, books, or other assistance in this
round. Perform calculations on scratch paper. All answers should be complete, readable, and simplified to the lowest. In the right column of the competition booklet, record only the final answer in a blank space. If you completed the problem before the time was called, use the remaining time to review the answers. For each write round in the competition, the answer blank contains the units required for the answer. The plural form of the unit is always used, even if the answer appears to
require the singing of the unit. The unit provided by the answer blank is the only accepted form of the answer. Total Correct Scorer Initial Copyright MATHCOUNTS, Inc. 2010.The rights are reserved. MATHCOUNTS National Sponsors: National Association of Professional Engineers, National Council of Mathematics Teachers, CNA Foundation Raythion, National Defense Education Program, Northrop Grumman Foundation, National Association of Professional Engineers, ThinkFun, Texas
Instruments, Inc. MATHCOUNTS National Competition Sponsor MATHCOUNTS, all rights are reserved. 2011 Chapter Sprint Round 1 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________6______________1.If Woodchuck can chuck 60 pounds of woodchucks in 1.5 days, how many pounds is the number of woodchucks in six days?2. In Famir, half the temperature of papa oatmeal is 20 degrees cooler than
baby oatmeal. If papa oatmeal is 180 degrees, what is the temperature of baby oatmeal? What is the largest product possible among these four numbers?4. Hannah has scored in softball this season, 75% of his goals in April this season. If April gave up 16 runs this season, how many did Hannah score? A, B, and C are circular areas as shown. There are seven items in Circle C. There are 20 items in A, 10 of which are not in B. How many items are included in B, but not in C?6. The
signature line of the certificate is 4 inches long. If Carla wants to leave a blank space of 34 inches at both ends of the signature, how many lines can she sign her name? Randy Glee Pond 5-641 2-53 -243ABC Carl Spaghetti Carla Spaghetti, Chapter Coordinator In Cheese Copyright MATHCOUNTS, Inc.2010. All rights are reserved. 2011 Chapter Sprint Round 7. Kwanisha defined the operation as b , a2 + b + 1. Using the Kwanishas definition, the value is 6 5?8. Marton has twice as many
months as Planer. The number of satellites in Neros is a cube of the number of satellites in Marton. Ufda has four more satellites than Jill. If you double the number of months in Neros and add the number of months of planar, you will get the number of months of Jill. If Planer has January, how many months does Ufda have? What is the largest of these numbers? (3x) If (9) is x?11, what is the sum of the three possible values of x that satisfies the formula 34xy?13 if Kenton walks for 60
minutes at 3 miles per hour and runs for 15 minutes at 8 mph? The graph on the right shows the number of home runs in April for the league's top hitters. What is the average number of home runs struck by these players? ________________8.________________10.________________11.________________12.________________13.________________moons-1 (1) Baseball Player KEY: Top Hitter's Home Run Count on April 6 7 8 109 Home Run Numbers Top Hitters Home Run Smiles
MP NUJCopyright MATHCOUNTS, Inc. 2010. All rights are reserved. 2011 Chapter Sprint Round 14. __________________15.______________16.____________________________________________________________________________14.533 In decimal, what is the 92nd digit to the right of the decimal point? 15. In certain games, players can earn 3 or 5 points for each turn. If Capri earns a total of 18 points, the number of turns she was able to take is the smallest?16. Fongk was
priced at 100 dollars when The Fonck was first introduced. The price of Fongk increased by 20% when it became popular to own The Fongk. Now that The Fonck has come out of fashion, its price has decreased by 30% from the price at the time of its popularity. What percentage of the original price is this current price of Fongk?17. Growing worms are created as shown here. Note that each body segment is a regular hexagon, and the head and tail are e-triangles. Stage 1 growth worm has
a circumference of 8 cm. Stage 4 What are the boundaries of the growth worm?18. Each term in the sequence is more than twice as large as the previous term. If the first term is 1, what is the sum of the first five terms in the sequence? 19. If a fly is randomly buzzing around a room 8 feet long, 12 feet wide and 10 feet high, what is the probability that the fly will be within 6 feet of the ceiling at any given time? Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3cm% Turn Copyright Mathematics, Inc. 2010.All rights are
reserved. 2011 Chapter Sprint Round 20.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________20.What
is an integer if five less than three-fourths of an integer is equal to five or more integers than one-eighth of the same integer? What is the sum of negative integers that satisfy 2x 3 11?22? Set A and B shown in the Ben diagram show that the total number of elements in set A is twice the total number of elements in set B, the union of A and B has 3011 elements, and the intersecting elements have 1000 elements. The total number of elements in set A?23. The quonies of two consecutive
positive integers are 1.02. What is the sum of these two integers? Does x&gt;+&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;10 shown here?25. Two similar right triangles have areas of 6 square inches and 150 square inches. The length of the diagonal of a small triangle is 5 inches. What is the sum of the length of the legs of a large triangle? 2011 Chapter Sprint________________27.________________28.________________29.________________30.________________a.m.26.6 If a student committee is randomly
selected from a group of six boys and four girls, what is the probability that the committee will contain the same number of boys and girls? Point A (3,4) reflects over the X axis to B. Next, B is reflected in the lines y x to C. What is the area of triangle ABC?28. Tonysha leaves Maryville at 7:15 .m. Returned to college after summer vacation. Her friend Shera leaves Maryville an hour later taking the same route, which averages a speed limit of 60 miles per hour. What time does Shera pass
Through Tonish?29.Fidos Leish is tied to a stake in the middle of his garden in the shape of a normal hexagon. His lead is long enough to reach the mid point on both sides of his garden. If the number of minutes of the area of the fidosyard that can reach above his lead is expressed in the simplest radical form as (a)/b, what is the value of the product ab?30? The code CD is 8 units long and parallel to segment KB. What is the area of the triangle KDC if ka is on the same line as 12 units and
points K, A, O, and B? Express your answer in the simplest radical form. sq Unit ABC DOKsq Unit:2011 Cover Chapter Sprint2011 Chapter Chapter Sprint - v8 to Printer2011 Answer Form (Back Page Sprint) Sprint
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